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Odds and ends

Bird feed pad

Imaging: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network

Storywala
Aparna Nair, AIS Mayur Vihar, XI F

Material required
Ice cream sticks/Jumbo craft sticks
Fevicol/Glue

Savyasachi Singh
AIS Noida, XII H

indicating that Thwart was
planning an invasion on
Bane. Some even went on to
he two nations of
suggest that Thwart would
Thwart and Bane had
first attack their beach town.
always been friends.
Bane had to respond. The
There hadn’t been a war befirst move was to show blatween the two, but they had
tant rejection, so the apple
a quiet, flustering admiration
was ejected into outer airfor each other’s develspace. When Thwart heard
opments. One fine day,
about the ongoing furor
Seeing it as a sign of
Thwart decided to gift
over the bitten apple, they
disrespect, millions of people
Bane, the most precious of
decided to apologise at
watching the event on TV
all gifts - an apple as a
once and initiate dialogue
guffawed in anger. People
peace symbol of their
to clarify intent. Arguquestioned Thwart’s motives.
union, because apples
ments shattered between
were a rare item in their
screens, but the damage
nation. Given that apples ticed that it had been bitten had been done.
were an expensive commod- already. Seeing it as a sign of Meanwhile, the aircraft conity, a single apple was de- disrespect, millions of taining the half-bitten apple
meed appropriate for the people watching the event on eventually dropped it on the
purpose. Soon, preparations TV guffawed in anger. roof of a random house. The
were underway and a special People questioned Thwart’s owner of the house, Steve
aircraft was created for the motives. Some even cited it Jobs was searching for a
very same purpose.
as a half-hearted attempt at symbol for his latest technolThe day of dispatching the association, others calling it ogy. The sudden dropping of
apple arrived in no time. As sheer humiliation.
half-bitten apple shocked
the aircraft geared for depa- Speculations led to discus- him. However, after analyture, the unexpected hap- sions, which further spiralled sing it Steve Jobs called his
pened
the
apple down to many conspiracy team and shared the eureka
disappeared in the blink of theories; the strongest one moment with everyone. G T

T

an eye. The apple landed in
Bane, but not the way it was
intended to.
On the receiving end, Bane’s
scientific team noticed a disruption in the air traffic
above the stage used for the
apple’s reception. Everyone
examined the apple, and no-
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Strings
Bird feed

Methodology
Take 10 ice cream sticks and arrange

them side by side. Glue the edges
along the length to form a base.
Place one stick above the stick in the
centre in such a way that half of it is
overlapping the stick, and the other
half protruding out. The half that is
protruding out will serve as the base
for the bird to stand on. Glue this
stick in this position.
Then, take two sticks and vertically
glue them on the opposite ends of the
square base along its length.
Now, take two sticks and horizontally
glue them on the other two opposite

ends of the base along its breadth.

Repeat steps four and five till you

reach a desired height for the bird
feeder (refer to the image).
Cut out two string pieces of equal
length and tie one on each of the two
topmost vertical sticks.
Now tie the open ends of the two
strings together; this will be used to
hang the bird feeder in your balcony,
garden or on the window.
Fill the bird feeder with some bird
feed of your choice.
Your bird feeder is now ready to feed
the birds!

Read Play and Win
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Reading GT can be fun as it can fetch you a prize too.
Participate in this interesting contest simply by clicking
on the link mentioned below in the online edition/taking
a picture of the sheet and mailing us your responses at
editor@theglobaltimes.in. So, get set, go!
Q.1 On which page can you find
the article ‘Curse that met-amorphosis’?

Q.2 How many sports events
were conducted in
Sangathan’22?

Q.3 Which houses won in the
senior category of ‘Gamer X.0’
conducted by AIS Mohali?

Q.4 In which year was
‘AbGenics’ founded by Dr
Sanjiban?

Q.5 Who is the author of the
article ‘In the land of woods’?

Q.6 Who finds the half-bitten
apple in the story ‘Odds and
ends’ on page 8?

Q.7 What is the title of the
poem dedicated to Mahsa
Amini?

Q.8 How many graduands
received their degrees at
Amity’s 18th Convocation?

Q.9 Name the artist whose
mandala painting got
featured on page 9.

Name:..............................Class:....................School:..............................
Results of Read Play & Win-6: Harshull Grover, AIS Gurugram 43, V C; Yaksh Varshney, AIS Saket,
IV D; Shriyon Bhattacharya, AIS Noida, VII M

Click here to participate
Blooming through barriers

In the blink of an eye

or log on to http://theglobaltimes.in/readplaywin/

